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UCEA:

About UCEA and UPA
Negotiates nationally with trade unions
Informs, advises, guides on pay & HR
Research and surveys
Events, seminars and networks
Promotes equality of opportunity

UPA:

The professional association in the 
HE sector for HR practitioners
140 of 165 HEIs in membership
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Pay Modernisation in Higher Education
Context

2.1 million students

Total expenditure of UK HEIs: £15.4 bn (€22.8 bn)
0.7% of UK GDP spent on HEIs: (OECD mean: 1.0%)

340,000 staff
£9 bn (€13.3 bn) pay bill

165 HEIs
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Pay Modernisation in UK Higher Education
Context

Two major enquiries: Dearing (‘97), Bett (‘99): 
– Reform of collective bargaining
– Low levels of pay
– Equal pay issues

Changing environment within higher education
– Funding, fees and modes of study
– Increasing globalisation and competition
– Continuing expansion of HE coupled with 

increasing segmentation in institutions’ missions
– Target of 50% of school-leavers moving to higher 

education
– Trade union mergers
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Key Objectives of the Framework 
Agreement

Replace outdated pay arrangements
Equal pay for work of equal value
Greater local flexibility
Tackle low pay
Improve recruitment and retention
Recognise & reward individuals’ contribution
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The New 
Framework 
Agreement

• Major change – 2 ½ years of negotiations
• Ten separate agreements into one 
• Agreement of all seven national trade unions
• Implementation – 2004 to August 2006

• A national framework for local implementation
- National guiding principles
- Local determination of detail - on job evaluation,

grading, links with pay spine, pay progression
• Process based on partnership working
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Key Features 
of the 

Framework 
Agreement

• Single 51 - point pay spine
• Job evaluation for all
• A model grading structure, but offers 

variations/choice

• Additional pay for extra contribution
• Market supplements
• Harmonisation of working hours
• Equity in training and development 

opportunities
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Opportunities and Challenges

• Scale of task and capacity
• Different interpretations and views of trade unions
• Timescale
• Additional costs (assimilation to new 

spine 1.2%; new structures 3-5%)

• To address the institutional agenda for change
• To align business and reward strategies
• To improve recruitment, retention and 

motivation of staff

Opportunities

Challenges
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Implementation – progress so far

UCEA survey May 2005: 122 (75.8%) 
responses

10 institutions have implemented
Further 13% aiming for August 
2005

Further 74% aiming for August 
2006
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University of Cambridge

Sources of income 

8,500 staff
Pay bill £280m/€385m (costs of pay reform 
£10-£12m/€14-16m)
Pay bill £280m/€385m (costs of pay reform 
£10-£12m/€14-16m)
288 grades at present
Students 16,500
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Why pay reform at Cambridge

Uniformity across sector

Achievement of University mission/objectives
Maintain/improve competitiveness in 
recruitment and retention (international, 
national, local)
Equal pay
NOT ABOUT
Motivation
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UoC - Nature of the reform

Assimilation to 92 point single spine – from 
288 points
Introduction of 12 overlapping grades 
covering all non-clinical staff in the one 
grade structure
Work to be completed by April 2006; 
outcomes to be implemented from January 
2006
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Cambridge - Lessons so far

Maximise returns

Project management
Communication, communication, 
communication
No special deals
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Develop partnership working

Key lessons in UK

Need to build capacity – both sides

Continue explaining benefits

Securing top-level commitment 

Importance of some dedicated funding

Foster & disseminate success

Achieving balance: UCEA leading, not directing

Achieving clarity about the terms of the Agreement.


